Kurds Weigh into Turks

"Kurdish attacks on Turkey, itself preparing to weigh into Kurds, show that urgent attention has to be given to the plight of both nations rooted in ancient historical dramas and catastrophes," said Don Stewart, former economist and London-based researcher investigating ancient world history from a Biblical perspective incorporating a new framework for Egyptian Chronology.

"Catastrophes ranging from the erosion of Southern Iraq's ancient soils by salt water when the Babylonian Kurds (Chaldeans) last lived there around 3000 years ago (circa BC 800) to Saddam's American-supplied biological gases (AD 1990s), have left not only the Kurds in an invidious situation but Iran and Turkey as well as they have had to host these embattled and embittered refugees for so long."

Mr Stewart explained, "The failure of historians to address the horrible muddle of ancient Middle Eastern history which is causing grief, especially for displaced Jewish and Kurdish nations and for Palestinians and Arabs shunted into the Jewish and Kurdish homelands by former empires (e.g., ancient Assyrian, Ottoman) or moved by migration (Arabians into southern Iraq), inflames a struggle for resources and the means to live.  Resources are unevenly distributed and mechanisms for markets to assist a more even sharing are terribly distorted by confused borders drawn on the basis of warped understanding of the region's deep and ancient history."

Mr Stewart’s book 'Memphis, Merneptah and Ramesses and the Winged Disk of Judah' shows that ancient Jews, Kurds, Phoenicians and others mixed with Egyptians in the old city of Memphis-Pithom-Ramesses in circa 600 BC as the result of disasters in those times.  Basing comments on the book, Mr Stewart said, "Just as the Bible helps to explain those particular circumstances (circa 800 to 600 BC), and today's current problems, by re-sorting archaeological information we have archived in the light of its framework, the Bible also appears to explain, through prophecies assisted by restored historical analysis and restored chronology, where the current crises will lead to."

Mr Stewart said, "Peace will be achieved in the Middle Eastern region according to Ezekiel 38:8, as a prelude to other developments, because Israel will be found 'brought back from the sword' and 'dwelling safely' in Israel, although how this will be achieved is not directly explained."

Mr Stewart called on "Turkey, Kurdistan, Iran, Syria, Iraq, Jordan, Lebanon, Israel, 'Arabian peninsula countries', Gulf States and Egypt, to work out some arrangement where they can all benefit from the obvious wealth of the region, especially the tourism that would explode when bombs are not detonated.  Otherwise millions more Kurds, Turks, Iranians, Arabs, and others will face virtual extinction especially if atomic bombs are used by rogues."

Mr Stewart concluded, "The Jewish people, emaciated by the Holocaust appear to be protected from today's pressures faced by the other countries in the region, according to passages in Ezekiel, so the pressure is on the non-Jewish states to sort out their own internal problems, reject Western analyses of the problems, go back to true history and approach Israel to help restore peace as happened in Solomon's days.  Resolving the Kurdish Crisis will only come if the other states make true peace with Israel."

Don Stewart, in London, can be contacted via email at   ttdonaldstewart@hotmail.com or by mobile phone to 00-44-(0)-7786 828 258


